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B O T T O M  L I N E

The end you want tomorrow is connected 
to what you do today.

S C R I P T U R E

All hard work brings a profit, but mere talk 
leads only to poverty (Proverbs 14:23 NIV).

G O A L  O F  S M A L L  G R O U P

To help students realize that their actions 
now can lead them to the places they 
want to be and the person they want to  
become later.

T H I N K  A B O U T  T H I S

Leaders—the proverb we looked at this 
week says, “All hard work brings a profit, 
but mere talk leads to poverty.” In group 
this week, be clear about what this proverb 
is not saying. In this verse, profit does not 
equal material wealth. Remember that you 
have students coming from all different 
socio-economic levels and avoid talking 
about poverty and profit in overly simplistic 
ways. Instead, steer the conversation 
toward the understanding that “profit” 
is the benefit we get from hard work—in  
any form.

Create meaningful conversation. Adjust the questions as needed, and don’t 
feel like you need to answer all of them.

D I S C U S S I O N  Q U E S T I O N S

1. Have you ever set a goal and achieved it? What was it?
2. What’s one goal that you’ve been afraid or hesitant to go after?
3. Read Proverbs 14:23 NIV. It’s tempting to think this verse is talking 

about money, but we all know that not all wealth comes from hard 
work and not all poverty comes from laziness. So, what is this verse 
really getting at? (Leaders—be sure to review the “Think About This” 
before asking this question.  As it relates to this discussion, in this 
verse, profit = reaching a goal, and poverty = not reaching a goal.)

4. What are the biggest obstacles that keep us from achieving our 
goals? Why’s it easier to talk about a goal than actually start it?

5. Why do you think it’s important for us to set goals for ourselves even 
in high school?

6. What does it look like to begin acting like an “owner” when it comes 
to our goals for the future?

7. We have more ownership over our goals than we sometimes think. 
Does that idea make you feel better or worse?

8. “The end you want tomorrow is connected to what you do today.” 
Think of one thing you want for your future. What’s one goal you 
could set to make that future a reality?

T R Y  T H I S

Leaders—using some notecards and pens or the Notes app on your 
phone, encourage your students to write down the one goal they want to 
start working on this week. Then, check in with your students later in the 
week to see how it’s going.


